TekTone®
COMMUNICATIONS FOR TODAY … AND TOMORROW.

Tek-SAFE®
area of rescue assistance system
Tek-SAFE® Area of Rescue Assistance System

Tek-SAFE® provides audio communication between area of rescue stations (in protected stairwells) and the building lobby.

Calls are indicated at the NC150R master station by both visual and audible signals. The master station also has sensitive two-way communication to IR150SS remote call stations. Tek-SAFE® meets ADA requirements for area of rescue assistance systems (check local codes for additional requirements).

The NC150R master station panel is constructed of extruded aluminum, and may be flush, surface or desk mounted. IR150SS-series remote call stations are constructed of stainless steel, and are available in flush and surface mount versions. IR150SS-series stations are both vandal resistant and weather resistant, and may be located under an overhanging roof—in a parking garage stairwell, for example.